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MOMENTUM DYNAMIC™
MODEL:  90-3505

MADE IN

U.   S.  A.

MAINTAIN YOUR DAILY MOMENTUM
ASI’s Momentum stools are  

ergonomically designed combining comfort,  
optimal support and freedom of movement  

to help keep you going all day.

THE BACKREST COMES TO YOU!
The advanced Momentum Dynamic™ stool 

features a mechanism the makes the backrest 
move into your lower back when needed.

PERSONALIZED SUPPORT
The Momentum Dynamic™ can be  

adjusted for each individual user.  

After initially adjusting it to your individual body, 
no further adjustments are necessary.

The seat mechanism will then move with you while 
performing procedures to optimize support.

ASI’s Momentum Dynamic™ Stool Model 90-3505



OPTIMAL POSTURE
When seated, the lumber support automatically comes 
toward the back, fitting snugly into the hollow contours 
of the lower back. The natural anatomical S-shape of 
your spine remains secure, even during passive sitting. 
The smaller size and shape of the lumbar support 
provides optimal freedom of movement and activates 
stretching and stabilization of the entire spine. 

FULLY AUTOMATIC
When sitting in an active working position, the seat 
assumes a positive inclination of 3º. With normal 
fatigue leaning back may seem more comfortable, but a 
slumping position increases the risk of disc pressure. The 
stool automatically compensates for this by tilting the seat 
6º back and advancing the lumbar support towards the 
lower back for optimal correction.

SPECIFICATIONS
Cylinder Height Standard 

Standard Solid  
Color Options

Taupe, Bronze, Mushroom (Brown), 
Praline (Chocolate), Titan (Steel Blue), 
Platin (Gray), Graphite (Dark Gray), 
Schwarz (Black)

Standard Two-Tone 
Color Options

Schwarz with Platin Accent Edge,
Taupe with Bronze Accent Edge
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FEATURES & SPECIFICATIONS

Adjustable backrest for lumbar support. Slip-resistant 
Valencia® upholstery is coated with a Permablock™ 

protective finish for easy cleaning. Seat height 
adjustment for maximum operator comfort. 

STANDARD FEATURES:

ASI’s Momentum Dynamic™ Stool Model 90-3505

AVAILABLE OPTIONS
Foot Ring For operators who need to sit higher

Tall Cylinder For operators over 6’ tall

Custom Colors To view color options, visit  
https://vyvafabrics.com/vinyl/valencia/

Set spring resistance 
for operator’s weight

Adjust backrest height

Adjust backrest 
forward & back

Adjust seat height with 
lever on both sides


